PRESS RELEASE
EXTREMELY EXCLUSIVE RANGE ROVER EVOQUE BY STUDIO JOB

•

Special creation in collaboration with Studio Job design collective

•

With an Si4 petrol motor which produces 177 kW (240 bhp) and a 9-speed automatic
transmission

•

Limited edition available at prices starting at € 92,250

Beesd, 15 October 2015 – Land Rover to present the very exclusive limited edition Range
Rover Evoque by Studio Job. The exterior and interior colours were selected in collaboration
with the Studio Job design collective. The exterior features include finishing with design
elements devised by Studio Job for the bonnet, the front mudguards and the doors.
Studio Job was founded by Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel. The have made a name for themselves
with numerous non-conformist objects at the cutting edge of design and visual art, varying from utterly
unique furniture and the sculpture known as ‘CAR’ featuring the Evoque (2013) to their ‘Automobile’
creation of an extravagantly decorated Land Rover Defender. These were their first car creations,
which they revealed in 2013 during the renowned PAN Amsterdam art fair, as an ode to Land Rover's
65th birthday. It signalled the start of a partnership which has now resulted in the Range Rover
Evoque by Studio Job. Although it is less extravagant than the Studio Job Defender, it is no less
unique and challenging.
There are two versions of this Range Rover Evoque Coupé, namely the Job Evoque Bronze with
polished bronze elements and the Job Evoque Black which features high-gloss black coated
aluminium elements. The personalised features are the bonnet, mudguards, doors, roof spoiler,
special hub caps and double exhausts. The name ‘Studio Job’ is emblazoned on the radiator grille.
Inside the car, your attention is drawn to a relief signature by Studio Job on the 9-speed automatic
transmission gear lever which combines beautifully with the ebony leather upholstery and the ‘Satin
Brushed Aluminium and Gloss Black Strata’ inlay in the dashboard and the central console.
“The Evoque is a modern car in which everything is interwoven like a three-dimensional puzzle”,
explains Job Smeets. ‘The concept is complex and slick. We have now created the perfect Evoque
and its racing seats, panoramic roof and monochrome colour scheme make this coupé even more out
of this world. We have replaced some parts with hand-crafted parts cast in bronze or aluminium,
directly from our studio. This gives the car an even stronger identity. This Evoque is a future classic.
The Range Rover Evoque by Studio Job is based on the Si4 HSE Dynamic version of the Range
Rover Evoque Coupé. The 2.0 litre four-cylinder turbo-charged petrol engine generates 177 kW (240

bhp) and maximum torque of 340 Nm, which can be achieved at just 1,750 r.p.m. The specifications
include the Dynamic Plus Pack with racing seats, the Black Design Pack light-metal 20 inch wheels, a
reversing camera and a glass panoramic roof with electric sunscreen.
The Range Rover Evoque by Studio Job is available at prices starting from € 92,250 (Dutch
registration). If there is sufficient interest, a maximum of 20 will be produced. More information about
this exclusive version of the Range Rover Evoque can be found at: http://landroverbystudiojob.com/
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